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The music of happiness playing in your every breath is the gift of this elevated birth.
Today, the Father, the Innocent Lord (Bholanath), the Innocent Treasurer, has come to celebrate a meeting
with His extremely loving, constantly co-operative easy yogi children, who are the masters of all treasures.
You are the masters now and also the masters in the future. At present, you are the children and so the
masters of the World Creator and you are also the masters of the world in the future. BapDada is pleased to
see His children who are the masters. This is the alokik intoxication and happiness of being a child and a
master. You are such elevated souls who are constantly fortunate and full, are you not? Today, all the
children are very happy to be celebrating with a lot of zeal and enthusiasm the birthday of the Father's
incarnation. BapDada says: The Father's birthday is also the birthday of the children. This is why this is a
wonderful birthday. Generally, a father and child don't have a birthday on the same day. Is it ever on the
same day? Have you ever heard that a father's birthday is on the same day as his child's? This is the alokik
birthday. The moment that the Father entered the child Brahma, the alokik birth of Brahma also took place,
at the same time on the same day. So these birthdays are together, are they not? As well as Brahma’s
birthday, it is also the birthday of the special Brahmins. Therefore, the date, time and omens of the divine
birth of Brahma and the incarnation of Shiv Baba are the same. Although it is the Father Shiva and the child
Brahma, that is, the Supreme Soul and the great soul, Brahma became equal to the Father. Because of
becoming equal, they became a combined form. When you say "BapDada" you say both words together, not
separately. In the same way, the special Brahmins incarnated with BapDada in the form of Brahma Kumars
and Brahma Kumaris.
Therefore, the name “Brahma” and “Kumars and Kumaris” is also the awareness of the combined form of
the Father and the children. So BapDada has come to celebrate the birthday (anniversary) of the children’s
incarnation into Brahmin life. All of you are also incarnations, are you not? To be an incarnation means to
have the elevated awareness, "I am a Brahmin soul with a divine life." Therefore, this is a new birth, is it
not? You have incarnated in those corporeal bodies with an elevated awareness and have become
instruments for the task of world benefit. So, you are incarnations, are you not? Just as the Father has
incarnated, so too, all of you have incarnated for the task of world transformation. For transformation to
take place is to incarnate. So, this is a gathering of incarnations. As well as the Father’s, it is also the alokik
birthday of you Brahmin children. So will the children celebrate the Father's birthday or will the Father
celebrate the children's birthday? Or, will all of you together celebrate the birthday of one another?
Devotees simply continue to celebrate the memorials, whereas you personally celebrate with the Father.
Such elevated fortune, such an imperishable line of fortune of every cycle has been drawn. Always have the
awareness that your fortune is with God. Each of you has a part of attaining fortune directly from the
Bestower of Fortune. You are double heroes: the ones with hero parts and also those whose lives are as
valuable as a hira (diamond). So you are double heroes, are you not? The vision of the whole world is on
you souls who have hero parts. Today, in this final birth and also in the final period of the cycle, the
remembrance of you fortunate souls is still there in the form of a memorial. The words of the Father and the
Brahmins have become memorials in the form of the scriptures, so that, even today, they are thirsty to hear a
couple of words. By hearing a few words, they begin to experience peace and happiness.
The elevated acts of you fortunate souls are even now remembered in the form of divine activities. The
elevated thoughts of elevated feelings and elevated wishes of you fortunate souls are remembered in the
form of blessings. People go in front of any of the deities to ask for blessings. The memorial of the elevated
awareness of you fortunate souls is even today remembered in the form of remembrance. People praise
remembrance so much. Whether they remember the name or the form of a rosary, the memorial of the
awareness continues in the form of remembrance. So, how did you become so fortunate? It was because
you became fortunate with the Bestower of Fortune. So, do you understand how fortunate and divine your
birth is? BapDada, God, is giving such fortunate children His congratulations for their divine birth. There
are constantly congratulations and congratulations. These are not congratulations for just one day. This
fortunate birth is full of congratulations at every second and every moment. You know this elevated birth of
yours, do you not? The music of happiness is playing in every breath. It isn't just your breathing, but it is
the music of happiness. You can hear the music, can you not? How elevated the natural music is! The
music of happiness of this divine birth means your breath is the elevated gift of this divine birth. As soon as
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you took Brahmin birth, you received the music of happiness as a gift, did you not? When you play music,
your fingers go up and down, do they not? Similarly, breathing too is up and down (in and out). So to
breathe means to play music. Breathing cannot stop, so the music cannot stop either. Everyone's music of
happiness is playing well, is it not? What do the double foreigners think? You have taken all the treasures
from the Innocent Lord and made your treasure-stores full, have you not? So your treasure-stores will
remain full for 21 births. You won't need to make effort to fill them. You will attain your reward
comfortably. The effort of the present time brings you a reward for 21 births. For 21 births, you will be in a
constantly full form. So what effort did you make? Does it take effort? Effort means simply to consider
yourself to be a being, that is, a soul, present in that chariot. This is called effort. You made this effort, did
you not? As a result of this effort, you will remain constantly happy and content for 21 births. Even now,
the confluence age is the age of pleasure, not of getting confused; it is the age of pleasure. If there is some
confusion about something, it is because at the confluence you sometimes point your feet towards the iron
age. When your thoughts, that is, the feet of your intellect are in the confluence age, you are in constant
pleasure. The confluence age is the age to celebrate a meeting of two. So the confluence age is the age for
the meeting of the Father and the children to take place. Where there is a meeting, there is pleasure. So, this
is the birth of celebrating in pleasure, is it not? There is no name or trace of becoming confused. At the
time of pleasure, celebrate with a lot of spiritual pleasure. You double foreigners are those who stay in
double pleasure, are you not? Congratulations for such a life of pleasure. There are many souls in the world
who become confused, not you. There are already many of those, whereas there are few of you who are
celebrating in pleasure. Do you understand this elevated birthday of yours? Generally, astrologers tell you
your fortune on the basis of the day, time and period. What is the period of all of you? What date is it?
Together with the Father’s birth, it is also the birth of Brahmins. So the date of God's birth is yours too.
God's incarnation, that is, the moment of the divine birth is also the moment of your birth. This is such an
elevated moment. It is such an elevated line also referred to as omens. So let there always be the zeal and
enthusiasm in your heart that your birthday is at the same time as the Father's. Brahma cannot do anything
without Brahmins. Father Shiva cannot do anything without Brahma. So they are together, are they not?
Therefore, always remember the importance of the date of birth and the time of birth. “We souls also
incarnated at the same time as God incarnated”. The name also has a similar sound: Brahma and Brahmins.
Brahma Kumars and Brahma Kumaris. The sound of the name is also elevated. The Father is always
pleased to see the children with such an elevated birth and life. The children say: Wah Baba, Wah! And the
Father says: Wah children! Wah! No one else would have such children.
As a special gift for this divine day, BapDada is giving all of you loving children, two golden versions.
Firstly, always have this thought for yourself: "I am a jewel of the Father’s eyes." A jewel of the eyes means
someone who is always merged in the eyes. The form merged in the eyes is a point. In the eyes, the wonder
is of the point (pupil). So a jewel of the eyes means the point that is merged in the Father. I am merged in
love. So, firstly, remember these golden versions: I am a jewel of the eyes. Secondly, "I always have the
Father's company and the Father’s hand over me." You have His company and also His hand. You always
have the hand of blessings and the company of co-operation. So you always have the Father's company and
His hand. It isn't that you need to give your hand to have His company, it is constantly there. The second
golden version is: You always have His constant company and His constant hand. This is today's gift for
your divine birthday. Achcha.
To all the constantly elevated, fortunate children everywhere, to the children who constantly experience the
music of happiness in every breath, to the double-hero children, to the children who are constantly
embodiments of the awareness of God and their fortune, to the children whose overflowing treasure stores
are always filled with all treasure stores, many, many congratulations for the divine birth from the Innocent
Lord, the Immortal Father and the Bestower of Fortune, as well as love, remembrance and namaste.
BapDada meeting the Dadis:
Unlimited Baba’s arms of love are very big. All of you are enfolded by these arms of love, in this embrace
of love. All of you children are always in the Father's arms, in the garland of His arms and this is why you
are conquerors of Maya. You are the elevated souls who take birth with Brahma. There is no difference in
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the time and this is why Brahma has been shown with many faces. Brahma himself has been shown with
five faces or three faces because along with Brahma there are also the Brahmins. So, are you in the one with
three faces or the one with five faces? The face is also co-operative. The Father also has intoxication.
About what? Would any father be able to find such children in the whole world if he went looking for
them? (No.) The Father would say: He will not find such children and the children say that they will not
find such a Father. It is good. The children are the beauty of the home. There is no beauty in a home with
only a father alone there. This is why the children are the beauty of the home of this world. Who became
the instruments to bring about the beauty of so many Brahmins? You children became those, did you not?
The Father is also pleased to see the beauty of the children. The Father has to turn the beads of even more
rosaries than you. You simply have to remember the one Father whereas the Father has to turn the beads of
so many rosaries. He has to turn the beads of as many rosaries as were offered to Him on the path of
devotion. It is not possible that the Father would not turn the rosary of even one child for even one day. So
the Father is also the intense Devotee, is He not? The Father turns the beads of the rosary of each child's
specialities and virtues. According to the number of times He remembers them, to that extent their virtues
and specialities become fresh. The Father turns the rosary, but He gives the fruit of the rosary to you
children; He doesn't take it for Himself. Achcha. BapDada always remains with you children. He cannot
remain separated from you children for even a moment. He couldn’t stay away even if He wanted to. Why?
The children remember Him so much and so He would give a response, would He not? He would have to
give the return of His being remembered, would He not? So He cannot stay without the children for even a
second. You would never have seen such a wonder where the Father always stays with you, that He never
becomes separated from the children. You would never have seen any twosome of Father and child like
that. A very good garden has been prepared. All of you also like the garden, do you not? The fragrance of
each one is lovely and unique. This is why Allah’s (God's) garden has been remembered.
All of you are original jewels. Each jewel has so much value, and each jewel is needed at every moment
and in every task. So, all of you are the elevated jewels who are even today worshipped in the form of
jewels. You are now doing the service of being destroyers of obstacles for many souls and this is why there
is the memorial of each of you jewels being so valuable. Each jewel has its own speciality. Some are
jewels who destroy obstacles and some are other types of jewels. So, even now in the final moments, the
physical form of the memorial is doing service. You have become such servers. Do you understand?
Avyakt BapDada meeting the foreign guests who have come for the Conference:
Where have all of you reached? You have come to the Father’s home, do you feel this? Is it guests or
children who come to the Father’s home? Are you the children, the ones who have a right or guests? You
have come to the Father’s home. It is always the children who have a right who come to the Father’s home.
From now on, do not consider yourselves to be guests but the great souls who are the Father’s children and
move ahead. It is because you are fortunate that you have come to this place. What are you going to do
now? You have had the fortune of coming here, but what are you going to do now? Now, always stay with
the Father: to stay in remembrance is to stay with Him. Do not go alone. Wherever you go in the combined
form, whatever acts you perform, by doing them while in the combined form, you will always experience
them to be easy and successful. Definitely have the thought before you go that you will always stay with
Him. Not that you will make effort or you will think about it, but that you have to do this because
determination is the key to success. So, always keep this key with you. This key is such that whatever
treasure you want, you just have the thought and you receive that treasure. Always keep this key with you,
that is, always achieve success. You are not now guests, but souls who have a right. BapDada is pleased to
see such children who have a right. Whatever experiences you have had, constantly share these treasures of
those experiences of yours; the more you share them, the more they will increase. So, be a great donor and
do not just keep them to yourself. Achcha.
At the time of taking leave at 3.30am:
Congratulations as well as good morning to all the children. Just as you spent the night in a beautiful
meeting, in the same way, constantly continue to celebrate day and night in the pleasure of meeting the
Father. Throughout the entire confluence age, you have to take greetings and congratulations from the
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Father, make progress and move forward and continue to make others move forward. Constantly be a great
donor and a bestower of blessings and also give a donation and a blessing to all souls. Achcha.
To such world benefactors, to those who are constantly merciful, the children who constantly have good
wishes for everyone, love, remembrance and good morning.
Blessing:

Slogan:

May you be an intense effort-maker who, with the power of realisation, brings about selftransformation.
The easy basis for any transformation is the power of realisation. Until you have the power of
realisation, you cannot become experienced and until you become experienced, the foundation
of a special Brahmin life cannot be strong and there won’t be any activity of zeal and
enthusiasm. Since the power of realisation makes you experienced in every situation, you
become an intense effort-maker. The power of realisation easily enables you to bring about
transformation for all time.
Let love emerge in your corporeal form and become the same as Father Brahma.
***OM SHANTI***
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